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For the majority of us to succeed in long-
lasting change accountability is vital. My NOW 
wellbeing health coaching program provides 
the support, practical health & nutritional 
knowledge, judgement-free space and 
accountability needed to make behavioural 
change that lasts. Everybody has access to 

information on food, exercise, but very few 
actually act and create the lifestyle they want  
or need to thrive. I coach people to act NOW  
and make positive changes to their lives. 
NOW resembles ‘the moment’ ‘being present’ 
‘no fear’ ‘no judgment’ ‘no barriers’ and the act 
of making change happen NOW.

“WE ALL WANT SHORT-TERM 
GRATIFICATION WHILE WE NEED 
LONG-TERM BENEFIT.”

NOW

LEAD FACILITATOR FOR PROGRAM –  

Heidi Jones, Integrative Health Coach
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“Heidi Jones provided a very positive impact to our workforce, with more awareness, knowledge and input into 
how our staff can eat, live and work in a better way. We are in a high pressured society and industry so the insights 
have been great. Heidi over delivered! The content was great and I think the take-aways were even greater. It’s 
been a pleasure to have Heidi come in regularly and people like Heidi as a person too. Heidi’s style of delivery  
is very approachable, friendly but firm and very bottom-lined, which is key when you have a limited time-frame. 
Heidi has a great way of delivering essential information without being boring. She comes full of knowledge and also 
vulnerability which helps the audience connect with what she is delivering.  
An inspiration overall and a great value-add.”

MARIA MANZOOR, HEAD OF HR RAMBOLL MIDDLE EAST

“In 2016, Heidi Jones delivered Nutritional Awareness Sessions to ENOC staff. When I met Heidi for the first time 
to discuss and plan the content of the Nutritional Awareness Sessions, I was impressed by her knowledge and 
experience. Her passion for the subject, positivity and beaming smile confirmed to me that she would be the best 
candidate to enroll to meet our needs. I can only describe Heidi as the smallest twinkling star in the night sky but 
the one that shines the brightest! Heidi listened to our needs and was adaptable and creative in producing quality, 
interesting and interactive content/material for the sessions. Her sessions have provided our staff with the basic 
knowledge about healthy nutrition and inspired each and every one of them to make small changes, not only for 
themselves but also to take home to their families. Feedback from our staff, who attended the sessions, has been 
very positive and has appropriately highlighted to us that we need to continue further our journey on Nutrition and 
Health in 2017, building on the basics already delivered, with our staff.”

MICHELLE CHOULES, GROUP EHS, ENOC

“Heidi conducted healthy eating workshops for Informa staff as part of our Wellness Week, helping to raise 
awareness about healthy food choices and demonstrating healthy meal options to feel more energised during the 
working day. We opted for 2 Seminars from Heidi Jones NOW program - Count Nutrients not Calories, and Food  
for Energy Seminar. Heidi met the objectives though conducting interactive sessions and inviting the groups  
to participate and input during the sessions. Heidi was very engaging and positive through sharing her own story and 
journey, and creating a supportive environment where colleagues could share their thoughts & experiences. I would 
definitely recommend Heidi Jones Coaching to others. Heidi is her brand - very positive, encouraging and has gone 
through a transformation herself so you have complete confidence she knows what she is talking about!”

SARAH YOUNG, HEAD OF HR & ADMINISTRATION, INFORMA GLOBAL EXHIBITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
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“Heidi’s health & nutrition workshops ‘Count Nutrients Not Calories’ have helped Greenheart to raise awareness 
about what we do, our shop, our customer offering and about organic farming and healthy eating in general.  
On workshop days we have seen a significant increase in customers visiting the shop. This has no doubt been due 
to Heidi’s popularity and word of mouth from previous workshops. Heidi creates a fun, interesting and interactive 
workshop environment where she engages with people of all ages and backgrounds. She listens actively to peoples 
questions and understands individual needs. I have no hesitation in highly recommending Heidi’s health & wellness 
coaching skills to others.”

ELENA KINANE, MANAGING DIRECTOR, GREENHEART ORGANIC FARMS UAE.

“Heidi Jones NOW Corporate seminars are very practical for any office worker. The talk and exercises were tailored 
towards solutions for everyday stress in the corporate world. Many took away, not only handouts, but also long and 
short term fixes. In fact, the content was so good I decided to write a blog post about it  
https://inspiredbymiranda.com/2016/05/28/20-ways-to-beat-stress/ ”

MIRANDA KUSI, DIGITAL MEDIA PLANNER WITH CARAT (NOW EMPLOYED  

BY PINNACLE PERFORMANCE AND FOUNDER OF WWW.INSPIREDBYMIRANDA.COM)

“Heidi Jones works as a key coach, trainer, consultant and 2byb facilitator at 2b limitless. Heidi is a fantastic 
professional who brings a great depth of knowledge and experience in her field of expertise. However, her most 
meaningful impact is the passion that she has for health and well-being and her willingness to share that in a way 
that makes it accessible to all. As a Maximizer (One of my Top 5 Gallup Strengths) I am driven to work with the best. 
I find that the combination of knowledge, experience, passion and meticulous preparation makes Heidi the best 
at what she does. She is just such a great professional and you can always count on her to deliver and exceed your 
expectations. We have so much trust in Heidi… She is a coach that we openly promote and support. Her greatest 
strength is her integrity… You can always count on her to do what she says she will… She challenges you to be better 
and supports you with tools to allow you to be better. She is a great coach and if you are looking to take yourself  
to the next level in the area of health and well being she is the coach for you.”

MICHAEL TODD, FOUNDER & DIRECTOR OF COACHING 2B LIMITLESS,  

ACQUISITION INTERNATIONAL UAE EXECUTIVE COACH OF THE YEAR 2016

TESTIMONIALS
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WELLBEING COACHING HAS EMERGED AS A FRESH 
APPROACH TO HEALTH IMPROVEMENT, ENHANCING 
MOTIVATION AND COMMITMENT TO HEALTHY BEHAVIOURS.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOUR WORKFORCE 

• More awareness and knowledge on how to eat, 
live and work in a better way. Resulting in better 
self-awareness, higher motivation levels to make 
change and increased energy levels. 

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM THE PROGRAM

• Content that is accessible to all, practical 
information and key take-aways. 

• Engaging and fun workshops that challenges 
everyone to be better.

• Active learning environment. 
• Interaction and health & wellness support during 

the workshop.

This programme is aimed at companies who want 
to use a holistic approach to supporting their 
workforce make necessary lifestyle and behavioural 
changes to improve their health and quality of life.

The program covers 3 key areas  
Body, Mind and Spirit including;
 
• Readiness for change
• Motivation
• Improving self-esteem
• Lifestyle changes
• Action planning
• The link between wellbeing  

and human spirituality

Hiring a Health Coach for your company is a cost-
effective solution to improve employee health 
and morale while decreasing your organization’s 
health-related costs. By working with a Health 
Coach, employees will learn how to make better 
food and lifestyle choices, improving their physical 
and mental well-being. In return, your organization 
will see an increase in employee engagement and 
productivity, and a decrease in employee stress 
and absenteeism.

EXAMPLES OF BENEFITS ACHIEVED

A study at NASA found that while the productivity 
of non-exercising employees decreased 50% during 
the final two hours of the workday, those who had an 
exercise plan in place worked at full efficiency all day. 
This represents a 12.5% higher overall productivity 
level in exercisers as compared to non-exercisers.

Studies at Dupont and General Mills, which 
implemented comprehensive wellness education 
and programming, found 14% to 19% reductions 
in absenteeism. General Electric reported an 
astounding 45% decrease in absenteeism. 

In a study from the Milbank Quarterly, one company 
that sponsored a corporate wellness program for 324 
of its employees saved over $1 million and saw their 
participants’ medical costs drop 40% over a three-
year period.
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BODY
Food preparation and cooking demonstration on how 

to create organic, healthy snacks and quick meals.

Includes: Group participation, food tasting and 

healthy diet education.

WHAT TO EXPECT

•	 A practical insight on how simple making healthy 
food choices can be. 

•	 Practical and easy to follow recipes to do at home.
•	 Healthy eating at work.

FOOD WORKSHOP

15 people max  
(per group)

1 hour

Onsite or offsite venue 
can be discussed

Topics include: Bio-individuality, sugar shock, whole 

foods diet and food swaps.

WHAT TO EXPECT

•	 Healthy diet education for creating healthy  
eating habits. 

•	 Learning how to use food for increasing energy 
levels, weight management and overcoming 
afternoon slumps. 

•	 Healthy eating at work.
•	 Healthy food shopping lists and meal examples.

FOOD 4 LIFE SEMINAR

10+ people  
(per session)

1 hour

Onsite or offsite venue 
can be discussed
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MIND

Topics include: how stress affects the body,  
emotional wellbeing, practical strategies and  
take-aways, self-awareness assessment.

WHAT TO EXPECT

•	 Wellbeing education for creating a healthy  
work life balance.

•	 Stress management made simple, focusing  
on using stress in a productive and healthy way. 

•	 Self-awareness assessment on what they can start  
to do immediately to help reduce the stressors  
in their life.

•	 Change management strategies.

LONG-TERM BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES

Long-term	benefits	for	employees:	productivity	
increase and better overall physical and  
mental wellbeing.

CREATING A HARMONIOUS 
LIFE SEMINAR

10+ people 
(per session)

1 hour

This talk will focus on the balance wheel, healthy 
lifestyle choices,  self and change management.

WHAT TO EXPECT

•	 Motivation to manage change.
•	 Self evaluation on how to start creating a positive 

change.
•	 Strategies and take-aways to implement positive 

lifestyle change.

LONG-TERM BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES

Productivity increase and better overall physical  
and mental wellbeing.

BEING TO WELLBEING 
SEMINAR

10+ people 
(per session)

45 minutes
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SPIRIT
GOAL SETTING, 
MOTIVATIONAL HEALTH 
COACHING CLASS

An interactive, motivating and goals driven class to learn 

how to create actionable steps needed to turn your goals 

(personal or professional) into reality. 

WHAT TO EXPECT

•	 Breaking down the steps required to achieve  
a goal or complete a project. 

•	 Motivation to better themselves in an area of their 
personal or professional lives. 

•	 Support and accountability in a safe environment. 
•	 Take-aways and resources to use outside  

of the session.

This option is also a great option for a team building exercise.

15 people max  
(per session)

90 minutes

Onsite or offsite venue 
can be discussed

Refreshments and 
resources provided

An opportunity to get your team out into the fresh 
air and moving their body followed by a group health 
coaching session. The health coaching breakfast will 
include individual health assessment questionnaires 
and actions steps for moving forward.

WHAT TO EXPECT

•	 Self-assessment of their current health and wellbeing. 
•	 Identifying health goals and next steps to  

achieving them.
•	 Change management strategies. 
•	 Developing interpersonal skills including; verbal  

and non-verbal communication, listening, empathy 
and compassion.

This option is also a great option for a team building exercise.  

LONG-TERM BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES

Long-term	benefits	for	employees:	productivity	increase	
and better overall physical and mental wellbeing.

OFF-SITE HEALTH 
COACHING EXPERIENCE

15 people max  
(per session)

½ day – 3 hours

Refreshments and 
resources provided

Physical movement 
activity & breakfast at  
a chosen healthy cafe
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Heidi is a certified Integrative Health Coach and 
experienced wellness professional who focuses  
on supporting her clients transform their lifestyle from 
ordinary to extraordinary. She does this by helping 
them create healthy and long-lasting habits, behaviours 
and beliefs. Heidi looks at wellbeing as a “whole” and 
integrates a wholesome diet, physical health, emotional 
and spiritual wellbeing practices, supporting clients  
to create overall wellness and a healthy lifestyle.

Originally from England, UK, she has lived in Dubai for  
7 years. With her Integrative Health Coaching Certification 
(CHC), International Association of Health Coaches 
Certification (IAHC), ThetaHealing® Advanced DNA 
Practitioner Certification, Higher Diploma in Sports 
Nutrition, and 10 years’ experience working in Education 
as a teacher, trainer and manager, Heidi has set up her 
own coaching program; HeidiJonesCoaching, here  
in Dubai.
 
Alongside one-on-one coaching she provides; wellness 
seminars and professional development workshops 
within corporate settings, supports local organic businesses 
by providing talks and workshops on creating healthy 
eating and lifestyle habits, and is a motivational Brand 
Ambassador for LuluLemon Athletica Dubai, leading the 
weekly run club in the Dubai Marina.
 
Heidi advocates health and wellness and it is her own 
lifestyle transformation that brought her to integrative 
health coaching. Her work now involves promoting the 
importance of taking responsibility for our own health 
(physical) and happiness (emotional and spiritual health). 

For more information please contact Heidi Jones:

Website: heidi@heidijonescoaching.com
Email: heidijonescoaching.com
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